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Spring Tide 1 

Springtime urges the weeks along.  

Not just any Spring time, but Spring time in Norfolk; along salt marshes, passing small harbours, 

offshore spits, ports once bursting; up across the tops of crumbling cliffs, skipping along firm sandy 

beaches, tearing through fields now full of seed and shoots; over the tops of heaths, running down 

slopes then climbing up the gentle hills; gripping trees with verdant knowledge in each wood and tree 

lined avenue, filling forests with sheaths of leaves; bringing in blossoms of cherry, hawthorn and apple, 

travelling through towns to wake lawns and gardens; filling the parks both public and private, claiming 

the city from winter's hold; though this is not the early yawn of spring, not the timid buds daring to 

show, not the dance of the mad hares rousing from slumber, not the frosted mornings halting 

precocious growth, but the full force of May, blaring with confidence, hammering home the victory of 

night over day, hope over despair, and new life taking hold over all that has faded to its end. 

From the top of the promenade Nick felt the air as truly warm for the first time that year. He 

thought as much that morning, and the day had cohered to his expectations by prompting him to 

remove a layer of clothing on a seemingly pre- determined schedule, until lunch arrived, by which 

time he was down to a sleeveless t-shirt atop the house in Links Avenue, the house on which his 

carpentry skills decided the fate of the new roof. 

Now he jogged along next to the charging Spider, his young Collie-cross- mutt, down the zig-

zag slope to the bottom promenade and level with the sea. From his working perch, he had spied this 

view all morning, like a sailor in the crow’s nest seeing land in sight, approaching the journey's end. 

And when his wristwatch signalled the end of the morning's travel, for he alone was captain, he drove 

the half mile to his house to collect Spider and make their way to their rendezvous with the beach. 

Today they could run along the sand, the tide having retreated to play further out before 

returning to visit the shore that evening. The muscles in his thighs felt warm and pleasantly sore; 

pleasant from last night's lovemaking, and then more lovemaking, as he and his wife, Maddy, ignored 

the sensible pleas of sleep to revel in the rising sap that flowed through them both. Having seven extra 

years of youthfulness on her side, Maddy presented Nick with a challenge we willingly rose to; the 
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years of manual labour and sporting pursuits rendering his body able, capable, desirable and openly 

palpable. 

Last night’s exertions did manage to creep up on him as Spider ran ahead toward the pier while 

he took some steady breaths to refill his body once more. The North Sea reflected the noonday sun, 

appearing warm and inviting. Now in his third year in Cromer, Nick understood that it would take 

several more weeks, and several more days of heat, to turn the water into a comfortable place to swim. 

He took plenty of uncomfortable dips in the sea to stir his blood and freshen up; but today promised 

the evenings of summer where he and Maddy could come and relax and bask when the climate deigned 

to adhere to the seasons' instruction. 

With a mere tingle in his muscles replacing the sweet ache, Nick trod his way along the sand 

to catch up with Spider, who lie close to the ground, tail sweeping the beach as he waited to round up 

Nick, and, well just Nick, but rounding up he had to do, for the Collie half of him demanded it. 

'Get that bloody dog on a lead!' 

Nick placed his hands on his hips and looked beyond the promenade wall to see an old man, 

with what looked like a fury log in a tartan napkin being taken for a walk, barking the order as his log 

yapped beside him in agreement. 

May had arrived. And with it the leashing of all dogs on the public beach within designated 

limits. Springtime curtailed Spider's favourite place to ramble, and it would be the cliff tops and 

woodland that became his manor for the hot days of the year. 

To remedy Spider's obvious disappointment at the abrupt end to his romping, Nick took him 

back to work with him for the afternoon. The day being Friday, Nick would always tidy down, make 

good, clean up and prepare for the weeks toil that would begin again on Monday with renewed focus. 

He learned this tip from his first foreman, who, despite pressure from the firm they both worked for, 

had advised Nick of the best way to utilize his time at various points in the week. Unless he fell behind 

schedule, Friday afternoon would never be a good time to carry out detailed or pivotal or delicate or 

precision tasks as the mind had already left for the pub. 
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The new roof he was erecting belonged to an elderly couple who would not be arriving back 

in Cromer until they returned from Portugal near the end of May. The work had been referred to him, 

again, by a friend of Maddy's father. Nick experienced panic when he initially realised he would be 

leaving the security of a moderately large firm of joiners in north east London to start up all on his own 

in an area where his working contacts totalled a staggering none. 

Maddy assured him that her family knew way too many people and some of them would need 

a skilful and trusted source of labour. In fact, the first job of work happened to be rebuilding a barn at 

Maddy's mad Grandma's in the village of Hanworth, only three miles from Cromer. Added to that, he 

quickly gained acceptance at the local cricket club with his heavy hitting in the lower middle order 

aligned to some usually fiery, if somewhat erratic, right arm fast medium, and this provided a network 

of friends and potential customers that otherwise would have taken the best part out of a year to 

establish. 

He had never been out of work since his first week of living in Norfolk after 

returning from their honeymoon in France. France-the losing of his foreign soil virginity. 

Maddy's parents had a small 

farmhouse near Montpelier and he had spent two weeks in what he now knew to be bliss. With 

his sunny smiling bride cum interpreter cum tour guide cum entertainer delivering more than any 

dream he'd imagined, he'd cast aside his doubts and inhibitions and discovered a world unknown to 

him as a child. 

They had returned there each year, and hoped to once more, though the plans for the following 

year were filled with travelling of a different nature. 

Their nights of passionate abandon were now not purely the result of rampant union and fleshly 

delight, they represented the urge to widen and strengthen their ties with the journey of new life. Ever 

since the spring had peeked its head above the hard ground in early March, Nicholas Bond and his wife 

Maddy had used every spare moment to practice, refine, perfect, attempt, and summon a collision of 

his arrow headed sperm into the receptive target of her egg. 
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And now Friday arrived with the key to unshackling the working week. And today Maddy's 

day ended early as the school half-term came to a close. And tonight, they had nothing to awaken for 

early the next morning save their own delight. 

With Spider secure in the back of his white van on his bed amid the tools and planks, Nick let 

out a long breath that carried away the last thought of the construction of the skeleton roof, now only 

days away from being fully assembled. He caught his reflection in the rear-view mirror to see that his 

skin had caught the sun and his already blonde hair had turned a tone lighter. He smiled to himself. 

Let the May day weekend begin. 

He turned into his gateway and along the short shingle drive to their cottage, a cottage they 

could have for free, as Maddy's family had rented it previously as a holiday home when not in use, but 

one that Nick insisted they make a contribution to as they saved for a bigger place of their own. Plus, 

his upbringing instructed him to pay his own way and would not leave him, nor would he want it to, 

despite the abundance of the family he had married into. 

The van stopped, and today he had space. There was no need to tuck in tight beside Maddy's 

purple Clio. Where was it? She had finished work today at 2 o'clock and his watch, and the van's clock, 

told him it would soon be a quarter to five. 

He let Spider out who duly relieved himself on the corner of the lawn before standing at the 

door. Nick felt the house key on his key-fob as his eyes searched the parking space devoid of its usual 

inhabitant as if there might be a 

way in which the Clio had been concealed from him, when obviously it just simply wasn't 

there. 

As his key entered the lock, he had no need to turn it for the door opened inward, it's security 

already having been breached and not returned to its duty. Nick pushed it fully open with his toe. 

'Maddy?' 

Spider trotted before him and found his bowl to begin drinking fresh water to balance the salty 
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sea he'd been sipping. 

Nick dropped his keys on a cluttered sideboard in the hallway and walked into the cottage. No 

message on the wipe board above the telephone; no scribbled note accompanied by a deft doodle left 

on the kitchen work top—though a mug with a tea bag, milk, but no hot water, sat next to a cold kettle 

filled to the three-cup measure number; a trait that endeared her to him and complemented his 

precision filling. He checked his phone, though he knew his signal had been bright all day on top of 

the house (not always the case in North Norfolk). Nothing. No text or missed call. 

On a chair, around the wooden dining table, Maddy's tote bags bulged full of folders of work 

to mark, books, notebooks and a scarf. Her teaching bags. The coat she'd worn as she kissed him 

goodbye that morning was scrunched over the back of the same chair. 

He marched through the house, each room waiting at attention as he scrutinised their situation 

for indication of something different or relevant. 

The bathroom disclosed such a scene. The toilet seat was up. He and Maddy had laughed at his 

requirement for the seat and lid to be kept down when this usually remained the mantra of the female 

of the house. But Nick did not laugh now. It would only be much later that the thought of another man 

standing there would cross his mind, but for now he couldn't fathom why Maddy would need both lid 

and seat upright. 

Their bedroom gave no inkling to any movement since the morning, nor did the spare room. 

Nick stood in the kitchen, hands on his hips for the second time that day. 

There, something he'd missed, next to the vase of flowers, in the centre of the dining table, 

next to the wooden place mats Maddy had crafted, the phone, stranded out of it's docking bay on the 

wall. 

The phone's memory proved its worth. 

At 2.22, an outbound call, the one last dialled, a local number, the same code as their own. It 

was familiar, though not familiar enough for him to attach a name. 
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He searched his own phone's memory, much better at remembering names than his own. 

Running through the entries he reached the multitude of 'M's. No, nope. Yes. 

Margot. 

Maddy's eldest sister, the first of four girls born to Mr and Mrs Tovey. Nick held all Maddy's 

relations with respect, and not a short amount of appreciation, for their help and welcome into a new 

family and new area. And although it didn't occur naturally to him, he extended these feelings to 

Margot. Margot seemed to carry, and express, any doubts or misgivings the Tovey family had about 

their daughter marrying a carpenter she had met while working in a bar as a student. 

He pressed the redial button.  

‘” Hello Margot, it's Nick...yes Maddy's Nick. Is she there?” He held onto a sigh. ” Well can I 

speak to her then?” 
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